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The Elden Ring is an action RPG similar to “The Legend of Zelda:
Breath of the Wild” and “Final Fantasy: Legend of the Crystals”. The
game’s hook is its unique and easy-to-understand story by setting it
in a world where the forces of good and evil have taken on a new
form. Set in the same world as “The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the
Wild” and “Final Fantasy: Legend of the Crystals”, the story shows the
conflict between humanity and a divine being named “Samael”, which
is currently reflected in the relationship between the Elden and the
Freljorden. The camera of the game is designed so the player can
freely explore the world at the player’s pace. “The Legend of Zelda:
Breath of the Wild” and “Final Fantasy: Legend of the Crystals” are
included as source material. VIRTUAL REALITY EXPERIENCE SYSTEM
Character movement and the camera control will allow the player to
experience the game world like never before. The new generation of
virtual reality hardware has matured, enabling us to introduce a new
revolution in the development of games, and combining the VR
experience and adventure game system, the Elden Ring will go on a
journey where the player and their character are free to explore. The
aim of the development is to bring an experience that is unrivaled by
other VR games, including the feeling of freedom of movement and
interaction, and we want to deliver a virtual reality experience that is
able to convey the “Link” feeling to the players. By offering a fresh
perspective on the development of action RPG games, we will
continue to work hard to present a unrivalled virtual reality
experience to players in the future. NOTES: * Virtual Reality System
Requirements VR Open is the required system for virtual reality, and
the game uses Unity Web Player via OpenVR. Please install and
update the following software, and then start the game. Here is a
detailed description of the recommended VR system. * VR Headset is
recommended – As a PSVR, it is possible to use both PS VR and PS
Move controllers. – The PS Move is useful for aiming and turning. –
The PS VR is preferable for movement and player sensation. *VR
Headset
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A Vast World Full of Excitement
Create your own character
An epic drama, born from a myth

Elder Games streaming will be held live on:  (In Moderation) 

US: Tuesday, October 10th JP: Tuesday, October 10th 

EU: Tuesday, October 10th

EP: Tuesday, October 10th 

VN: Wednesday, October 11th
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